HONOR COMMITTEE MEETING
OCTOBER 28TH, 2012

I. ROLL CALL

II. COMMUNITY CONCERNS

III. OFFICER REPORTS

A. Anne Russell Gregory—Vice Chair Community Relations, CLAS
   a. Initiative to reach out to Corner vendors and beyond
B. Mary Kidd—Vice Chair Education, CLAS
   a. Met with Athletic Coordinator and Honor Athletic liaisons
   b. Pros and cons of presentations this past semester—creation of a scenario to use in future presentations
C. Lindsey Tumperi—Vice Chair Investigations, CLAS
   a. 3 active investigations
D. Clifton Bumgardner—Vice Chair Trials, SEAS
   a. 1 student in CLAS found guilty this Sunday of cheating
E. Stephen Nash—Chair, CLAS

IV. NEW BUSINESS

A. Policies and Procedures Report—Stephen Nash, CLAS
   a. “Back to Basics” Proposal
      i. Return to original intent of Honor system
      ii. Student support on a conceptual level
      iii. Trouble in functionality of system and procedures itself
      iv. Attempt to align values and ideals with procedure and practice
      v. Two pieces: 1) Jury reform—juries comprised entirely and solely of Honor representatives; 2) Informed retraction—after a student is informed of a suspected offense, they can make amends, the investigation is suspended, and the student faces an academic suspension of 2 semesters

V. COMMUNITY CONCERNS

VI. CLOSED SESSION